
CHARACTERISTICS OF FlNANCE IN 
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

By HIDEO KUROSAKl: 

Introduction 

Parts of the financial systems in the underdeveloped countries are, 

more or less, imitations of those in the more developed countries. A 

typical example is one of the many monetary markets which were 
established in the less-advanced countries under the old colonial eco 

nomy, for the purpose of trade with their homelands. 

It does not follow, however, that the structures of finance in the 

rich and well-equipped nations are the same as those of the under-
developed !:ountries, nor should one expect that the present status of 

the finance in these countries cQrresponds to some stage of develop-

ment iri the more advanced nations. 

Since the strlictures of finance in the underdeveloped countries 

have some peculiar characteristics, it is quite natural that the monetary 

policies of these countries should be different from those of the deve-

10ped countries. But the differences of the financial structures of _both 

the developed and the underdeveloped countries have not yet been 
made clear enough, and this leads to much confusion in the monetary 

policies of the less-advanced countries. Although the international 

financial authorities are without doubt giving much consideration to 

these re~ional differences, a "trial and error" attitude is still discernible 

in their financial policies. 

It is interesting to note that they are adopting, with slight revisions, 

such policies as have been taken by Japan in the past. Time will 
prove the value and effectiveness of these policies. 

There are many arguments as to what sort of monetary policies 

the underdeveloped countries should adopt. The common aim of these 
countries is to accelerate the rate of their ecdnomic development, and 
tiis is here where their policies should differ greatly to those 0L the 

developed countries. 

The biggest task for the emerging nations is to accumulate the 

tremendous amount of capital needed for development, a difiicult task 
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36 The Developing Econoniies 
in view of the' Iow national income levels. Many countries turn to the 

more advanced nations for assistance in raising these de~elopment 

Lunds. The alternative, as long as countries place such a high regard 

on ecohomic development, is for the " have not " countries to obtain 
this capital within their own boundaries, using every inethod within 
their means: But sometimes this is dbne at the expense of the steady 

development 0L the country's financial structure, for example, where 

inflationary policies are pursued at the e)ipense of sound financing, 

with results that defeat their own purpose. 

Then what sort of finance should the underdeveloped countries 
have iri order to raise these funds ? 

There is but one way, and that is by revising the financial struc-

ture peculiar to the underdeveloped countries, and eliminating somef of 

the antiquated and backward features. Time and much effort would 
be required L0r this purpose, for an ideal system cannot be created 

This article will attempt to outline the problems, and to suggest 

possible remedies. 

I. FlNANCIAL STRUCTURES OF UNDEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

The financial structure of a country is related to its economy. But 

it must not be overlooked that the social structure 0L a country too 

could have a bearing on this. The following enumerates peculiarities 

in the financial structure of the developing countries. 

1. The Existence of a Non-Monetary Sector 
As the economy develops, the monetary sector expands. In the 

developed countries the economy is fully monetized and barter rarely 

exists. A different situation is present in the underdeveloped countries, 

where there is still an extensive area of barter trade. The agriculttiral 

sector, much bigger than the trade sector in these countries, posses~es 

features of self-sufficiency. This tendency is more pronounced in the 

old colonial countries, where the main object was to export a few 
specialized primary products, and it was round these industries, and ' 

these industries alone, that the monetized economy was based. Thus, 

villages which had nothing to do with the raising of primary products 

intended for the export trade were practically unaffected by the mone-

tized economy, and tended to be selL-sufElcient. Even in the villages 

engaged in the production of products for export a monetized economy 

was not necessarily completely adopted, for many Larmers borrowed 
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their　farming’equipment　and　daily　necessities　from　their　landlords　and

from　merchants，repaying　in　kind　at　harvest　time，Thus，in　the　sectors

that　could　most　easily　use　money，circulation　was　sometimes　restricted

to　those　Who　collected　produce，the　landowners，and　the　shopkeepers．

　　　As　the　underdeveloped　countries　sought　their　re1βase　from　a　colg－

nial　bondage，this　non－monetized　sector　proved　a　stumbling　block　to

economic　development，for　this　primiti〉e　money　economy　did　not　permiL

capital　to　be　transferred　to　those　sectors　where　it　wαs　needed　the　most，

since　it　existed　in　the　form　of　goods．　The　monetization　of　the　non－

monetary　sector　i阜a　pressing　requirement　o｛these　countries，needing

funds　for　the　development　of　transport＆tion　an（i　the　expahsiofl　of

edゼcation．　In　short，what　is　needed　is　an　assimilation　of　these　inde－

pendent　village　units　within　the　national　economy　and　encouragement

of　integration　with　other　areas　and　sectors。

　　　Despite　the　effort　the　underdeveloped　countriesαre　making　for　the

elimination　of　these　non－monetized　sectors，they　still　occupy　a　sizeable

portion　of　the　whole　economy．There　exist　no　statistical　data　to　show

exactly　to　what　extent．However，as　for　India，H．V。R　Ienger，govemor

of　the　Reserve　Bank　of　India　testi丘ed　at　the　Radcliffe　Committee：

“The　monetized　sector　again　may　be　put　at　about　two・thirds　of　the

economy　as　a　whole”1，intimating　that　the　remaining　one・third　is　still

in　the　non．monetized　sector．

　　　As　an　index　of　the　degree　of　monetization　Table　l　shows　the

ratio　of　cash　currency　to　national　incomeαmong　the　m＆jor　South－

eastem　Asian　countries．　According　to　this　table，the　r＆tio　of　cash

currency　to　national　income　is　considerably　higher　than　that　of　deve－

10ped　countries多further，from1953to1961，this　ratio　shows　a　consid－

erable　increase．　In　the　long　run　there　is　a　general　tendency　for　this

ratio　to　increase　as　the　process　of　monetization　goes　on，and　to　then　tend

to　decrease　as　a　credit　economy　develops，since　the　weight　of　deposit

currency　in　the　total　currency　increases．Therefore，the　generally　high

ratio　of　cash　currency　compared　with　national　income　with　its　r三sing

tendency　shows　that　the　deposit　c皿rency　in　Southeastem　Asian　coun－

tries　is　still　underdeveloped，and　mQnetization　of　economy　is　still　under

way　at　present．No　one　can　sta．te　that　when　this　ratio　reaches　a　cer－

tain丘gure　the　monetization　of　the　economy　is　completed　and　that　a

non－monetized　condition　ceases　to　exist　because　each　country　has　vary－

ing　circumstances．　In　the　case　of　J＆pan，around　1895，the　ratio　of

l　Commi杭ee　o且the　Working　of　the　M：onetary　System，P吻c吻」砿解074難廊ゲ舩一
　　　46％oε，Volume1，London，Her　Majesty’s　Stationery　Of丘ce，1960，p．256．
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cash currency against national income was about 200/0, and from 1896 

to 1900, the ~eriod when, according to Rostow, the " take-off " was 
about completed, it decreased from 160/0 to' 110/0. 

Table 1. RATIO OF CASH CURRENCY AGAINST NATIONAL INCOME 

Country - 1953 1961 

India 

Pakistan 

Ceylon 
Indonesia 

Malaya 
Phili p pines 

Thailand 

Burma 
Japan 
U.S.A. 

U.K. 

11.70/0 

12.0 

7.7 

6.3 

17 .2 

9.5 

13.8 

12.4 

10.5 

9.3 

l I .4 

14.50/0 

17 .O 

12,2 

24.0 

25,l 

9.l 

14.5 

20.0 

9.8 

7.l 

10.3 

Source : IMF, International Financial Statistics. 

Note : 1. The figures for cash currency are from IMF's heter,eational Fi,vancial 
Statistics. Monetary Survey. 

2. Of national income figures, those of India, Ceylon, Thailand, and Malaya 

are L0r 1960, and that 0L Indonesia, for 1959. 

2. Organized and Unorganized Money Markets 
The monetized economy in the developed countries represents an 

organic entity, but this is npt so in the less-advanced nations, where 

organized and unorganized money markets exist within their boundaries. 

The existence of these unorganized money markets is an obstacle 

to economic development, since they do not help . in the accumulation 

of capital Lunds, neither can their financial assets be used and invested 

in those areas where the need of development is greatest. They remain 

isolated from the other money inarkets, centring on indigenous banks 

or money-1enders and possess stro,ng regional characteristics. This is 

the type of finance the rural, and sometimes the urban areas depend 
on, and it has great influence. It- is estimated in India, for example, 

that this type of finance represents 40 per cent of the total money 

market.l 

Whilst the organized money market consists of modern banks, 
co-operatives, development finance houses and similar institutions ~ with 

the central bank as its nticleus, the unorganized money markets reinain 

isolated, even from each other, yet, as they represent a traditional type 

* S.L.N. Simha, " Evolution of Monetary Policy in India," 1960 An'eual Comm~rce* 

December 1960, Bombay, Commerce Ltd. 
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of　financing，they　resist　change　with　a　tenaci妙　which　becomes　a　pro・

blem　to　the　planners．

　　　The　explanation　o｛their　existence　may　be　due　to　the　fact，on　the

one　hand，that　under　the　old　colonial　economy，organized　money　mar・

kets、were　needed　only　in　the　foreign　trade　sector　while　the　necessity

of　such　markets　w3s　much　Iess　in　the　agriculturα1and、the　domestic

commerce　sectors．On　the　other　hand，the　risk　involved　in　agricu1毛ure

and　home　trade　was　extremely　great，and　there　w＆s　little　room　for

modem　banking　Practices．

　　　Therefore，the　elimin＆乏ion　of　these　unorganized　markets　is　re1αted

to　the　release　from覧the　colonial　econQmic　system，and　they　should　be

integrated　into　a　truly　national　economy，just　as　all　the　other　economic

sectors・should　be．

　　　The　existence　of　such　unorgan圭zed　money　market＄means，in　other

words，a　narrowness　of　the　organized　money　market。As　an　index　Qf

this，Table2shows　the　formation　of　currency　in　circulation　in　Southeast

Asian　countries。Currency　in　circulation　consists　of　cash　currency　and．

deposit　currency．While　cash　currency　is　utilized　both　in　organized

and　unorganized　money　markets，deposit　currency　is　almost　exclusively

ut丑ized　in　the　organized　money　market。Therefore，if　the　ratio　deposit

currency　holds　in　currency　in　circulation　is　sma11，it　means　a　narrow

org＆nized　money　market，or　conversely　an　extensi▽e　unorganized　money

Table2． CURRENCY　IN　CmCULATION（end　of1961）

Country Currency　in
Circulation

　Cash
Cu皿ency

Ratio（％）
DePQsit
Currency

Ratio（％）

India

（in100miLrupees）
P＆k圭stan

GnlmiLrupees）
Ceylon
（inlmiLrupees）
Indoロesia

（in100miLrupiah）
Malaya
（1mil．M、＄）

Philippines

（inlmiLpesos）
Thailand
（in100面L　baht）

Burma
（in1加L　kyats）

Japan
（inbil．yen）

284

6，180

1，268

678

1、524

2，219

112

1》504

5，258

206

4，054

692

487

1ン068

1，050

65

1，038

1，319

72．5

65．6

54．6

71，8

69．8

47．3

57．8

69．0

25．1

78

2，126

576

191

461

1，170

47

466

3，939

27．5

34．4

45．4

28．2

30．2

52．7

42．2

31。0

74．9

Source：　IMF，∫躍’67n4ガo％4～E診％4％02鋸S㍍廊sガos．
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market. According to Table 2, except L0r the Philippines, the weight 

of deposit currency is less than 50 per cent, the irlajority 0L the coun-

tries showing between 20-30 per cerit, while the weight of cash currency 

is much bigger. In Japan, to the deposit curr.ency's 75 per cent, cash 

currency's weight is only 25 per cent, showing that an unorganized 

money market hardly exists. 

3. Finbnce Systems Based on Trade 
In the colohial period the underdeveloped countries exported pri-

mary goods and imported consumer goods, ~nd the banking systems 

were geared to this type of trade. This type of financing, 0L course, 

could not help in the accumulation 0L development funds-funds required -

to encourage production and industrialization. The problem of switch-

ing' capital out, 0L trade and into industry is one which confronts the 

developing countries at the present time. 

That the capital of an organized money market centres around 
finance for commerce involves the risk that capital might be - utilized 

L0r speculative activities. Very often the new supply of capital through 

the central bank, instead of being used to increase production, as in-

dustrial capital, brings about a skyrocketing increase in the price of 

merchandise. The reason why the central banks of underdeveloped 
countries try to resort to selective credit control and suppress finance 

for commerce in the transaction of specialized commodities on the part 

of commercial banks is because they want to prevent the finance for 

commerce being utilized for speculation. 

However, there are reasons why finance L0r cbmmerce holds the 

central position in the finance of underdeveloped countries. When 
industrialization began, naturally the ~Leed for capital in the manufactur. 

ing sector was not very great. Of course, the economic development 
in underdeveloped countries also calls for industriali2;ation, and the 

latent capital demand in industry must be great also. However, this 

new demand for capital cannot immediately be supplied by the organ-

ized money market. As long as finance is the phenomenon of a credit 
economy, it is dif~cult to invest capital in something insecure, Further-

more, the accumulated capital in underdeveloped countries is mainly 

short-term capital, again only natural where there is little capital 

accumulation. On the other hand, the commercial sector is the most 
appropriate one for this type of capital to be invested in, especially in 

the trade sector, because there is suf~cient credit and security, and the 

capital is invested for a short term, usually less than one year. 
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Table 3 illustrates the ~veight commerce holds in the commercial 

bank loans in Southeast Asian countrie~. Except for India, Ioans for 

commerce are more than loans for industry ; notably in Ceylon the 

ratio is as high as 86 per cent. In th~ case of India, Ioans for industry 

are evell greater than those in Japan, but it cannot be said that loans 

are ~ll strictly capital for production. Besides, Iong-term capital for 

industry is exceptional in this country. Among the collateral the Indian 

commercial banks hold against these loans, 56 per cent of the total 

10ans are made against merchandise, indicating that many of the loans 

are short-term finance for manufacturers. Therefore, in the Southeast 

Asian countries, the weight of loans for commerce is higher than in 

the case of developed countries, and it is extremely important tQ switch 

capital from commerce to industry. 

Table 3. COMMERCIAL BANKS' LOANS BY INDUSTRIES (end of 1961) 

Country Commerce Industry Agriculture, Forestry, Others 
Fisheries 

India 

Pakistan 

Ceylon 
Indonesia 

Malaya 
Phili p pines 

Thailand 

Burma 

Japan 

34･/-
39 

86 

47 

35 

40 

51 

42 

31 

54"/-

32 

5 

12 

lO 

34 

12 

29 

50 

l"/-

8 

2 

2 

9 

17 

3 

3 

2 

11･/-

21 

7 
39 

46 

9 

34 

26 

17 

Source : Annual and monthly reports of the central bank of these countries. 

Note : Conunerce includes whoksale, retail, trade and finance insurance. 

4. Underdevelopment of Capital Markets 
Capital markets in underdeveloped countries are r~rely fully deve-

loped, yet it is necessary to strengthen them so that they may assist 

in economic development. Unlike eommerce, in industry a tremendous 
amount of fixed assets are necessary, and the capital for these facilities 

is not of a short-term nature. It is the capital market which raises 

the kind of long.term capital necessary for these Lacilities, b~~ut the 

accumulated capital in underdeveloped countries is generally of a short-

term kind. Of course there is long-term capital, too, but it is either 

mainly real estate invest-used as the enterprises' own investment 

or buried in unorganized money m~rkets, and does not flow ment 
into the organized money market. 

Most of the capital in organized money markets is thus short-term 
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capita1，delαying　the．develop血ent　of　capital　markets　and　it‘is　an　un－

deniable　fact　that　what　suppres串es　the　growth　of　long－term　capital・is

the　lack　of　a　capital　market．　Under　the　colonial　economic　system，

10ng－term　capital　came　from　the　home　country　or　from　reinvestment

of　pro丘ts，thus　mak加g　very　little　indigenous　capital　necessary．

　　　However，theU　need　is　now　to　accumulate　domestic　Iong－terin　capita1

琴nd　to　draw　it　into　the　organized　money　market．　For　this　objective，

various　deveIopmじnt丘nancial　organs　are　established　and　stock　ma士kets

are　impr6ved，but　as　yet　they　are　not　achieving　the　desired　results．

There　is　a　strong　tendency，therefore，rather　than　use　voluntary　savings

圭n　private　sectors，to　utilize　compulsory　savings　on　the　part　of　th6

government　or　contractual　saving　such　as　annuities　to　raise　this　long－

term　capitaL　These　methods　are　understandable　as　a　transitional

measure，but　what　is　most　necessary　is　to　expedite　the　accumulation

of　long－term　capital　through　the　growth　of　a　capital　mαrket．

5．　Zl）o〃z∫7zαπ6召qプFoブ8歪9πB‘zηた5

　　　Because　of　the　political　reason　that　most　of　the　underdeveloped

countries　used　to　be　colonies，and　that　their　economies　were　based　on

coloniα1economic　systems，the　foreign　ba塾ks　naturally　m＆ke　big　ad－

vances。These　foreign　banks　or呈ginally丘nanced　trade　activities「with

the　home－1and　and　other　comtries，but　eventually，due　to　the　restricted

nature　of　the　organ量zed　money　market　in　undeveloped　countries，foreign

banks　became　to　dominate　the　niαrket，or　while　there　was　still　very

little　room　for　activities　by　indigenous　banks，organized　money、markets

came　to　be　created　solely　by・foreign　banks．

　　　Foreign　banks　contributed　to　the　modemization　of丘nance　in　under．

developed　countrまes　by　estαblishing　organized　money　markets　there．

However，as　underdeveloped　countries　began　to　become　independent

economically，the　defects　of　these　foreign　banks　became　apparent．　At

present，in　Burma，Ceylon，Indonesia，etc。，foreign　bαnks　have　been

ei霊her　expelled　or　discriminated　against。　This　was　done　partly　from

such　political　motives　as　nationalism，but　there　were　also丘nancial

reasons　for　these　steps．

　　　W車at　were　the　defects　then，of　the　foreign　banks　in　the　present

u皿derdeveloped　countries？　　Firstly，the　interests　of　foreign　b＆nks　are

not　necessarily　the　same　as　those　of　the　underdeveloped　countries。As

foreign　banks　very　often　are　called　exchange　banks，they　deal　in　trade

五nance　and　commercial　finance　accompanying　it．However，the丘nance

needed　at　present　in　underdeveloped　countries　is，as　has　been（1escribed
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before, finance for production and industry. Of course some of the 

foreign banks are engaged in the finance for industry; but naturally 

there ~is a limit to their activities. 

Next, in the underdeveloped countries, efforts are being made to 

expahd the organized money markets, especially in the rural areas 

which had been left at the inercy of unorganized money markets. 
However, as long as foreign banks centre around trade financing acti-

vites, it is too much to expect them to enter into rural areas which do 

not need that kind of finance. Further, it does not pay to establish 

new bra~lches in rural areas for these banks, so that it is diflicult for 

underdeveloped countries to let foreign banks handle profitable trade 

finance and let indigenous banks engage in less profltable activities in 

rural. areas. Therefore, it becomes possible for underdeveloped countrieS, 

by curtailing the activities of foreign banks, to allow indigenous capital 

banks to make advances in the field of trade flnance and to incorporate 

the rural areas into the organized money market. 

Thus the dominance of foreign banks is gradually weakening. At 
the end of 1961, in the Southeast Asian countries, the weight of foreign 

banks in the deposits at commercial banks were as is shown in Table 

4. Beginning with Malaya's 84 per cent, Ceylon followed with 52 per 
cent. Burma with 40 per cent, holding still considerably high weight. 

The reason why Indonesia shows very low weight is because the Gov-
ernment confiscated Dutch banks and took forcible steps in nationalizin*" 

other foreign banks. In Burma, too, nationalization of all the foreign 

banks took place in 1963. In Ceylon, new business at foreign banks 

is very much restricted. On the other hand, in India, as a result of 

the Government's efforts to foster a positive financial system the weight 

held by foreign banks was lowered. In any case, the dominance once 
held by foreign banks will be further weakened in the future, and it 

Table 4. FOREIGN BANKS. ' WEIGHT IN COMMERCIAIL BANKS (end of 1961) 

Country Foreign Banks Local Banks 

India 

Pakistan 

Ceylon 

Indonesia 

Malaya 
Phili ppines 

Thailand 

Burma 

14.40/0 

32.7 

52.0 

7.1 

83.9 

23.7 

16.4 

40.0 

85.60/0 

67.3 

48.0 

92.9 

16.1 

76.3 

83.6 

60.0 

Source : Annual and monthly reports of the central bank _ of these countries. 

Note : Indonesia's figure is that of tlle end of 1960. 
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is　hoped　that，in．the　meanwhile，measures　respecting　the　ra士ional　char．

acteristics　of　finance　are　adopted．

6」　E5渉α61乞5h”zθπガoプ’2〉1‘zあ07zαl　Bαπたs

　　　　Inunde；devel・pedc・mtriesther・leplayedbythenati・nalbanks

isveryimp・rtant・ltisnecessaryt・eliminatetheinHuence・ff・士eign
banks　in　these　countries，but　there　must　be　something　to丑11the　void

after　eliminating　them，　It　is　desirab1色to　use　private　banks　utilizing

indigen・uscapitalf・rthatpurp・se，butunf・rtunatelyinunderdevel・ped

countries　there　is　not　enough　indigenous　capitaL　　For　this　reason　the

establishment　of　national　banks　with　assistance，capital，and　guidance

given　by　either　the　Govemment　or　central　bank　is　called　for．

　　　Next，although　national　banks　may　not　eliminate　foreign　banks

completelyンin　order　to　increase　the　organized　money　mark“ts　they

must　increαse　the耳umber　of　branch　o伍ces　rapidly，even　at　t夏e　risk　of

a　loss　of　profit，something－which　the　private　banks，which　lay　stress

on、pro丘t，camot　very　well　do。　This　is　the　second　reason　why　it　is

necessary　to　establish　national　b＆nks．Also，although五nance　for　pro－

duction　is　needed　in　economic　development，in　mderdeveloped　countries

where　industry　is　not　yet丘rmly　established　there　is　still　great　risk

involved　in丘nance　for　production．It　is　not　without　reason　that　private

banks　are　shy　o£this　kind　of　financing　and　Iay・more　stress　on丘nance

for　commerce，but　then　economic　development　camot　be飯anced　that

way。That　iβanother　reason　why　national　banks　are　called　for，becaus6

banks　are　needed　which　can　shoulder　a　certain　degree　of　risk　and

make　positive　advances　in　丘nancing　in（lustry．

　　　Besides　these　economic　reasons，nationalism　and　socialistic　ideology

require　national　banks．　In　some　countries，these　considerations　are

far　more　important　than　the　economic　reasons．However，even　though

national　banks　are　established　for　political　reasQns，behind　it　all　there

are　still　economic　circumstances　peculiar　to　u血derdeveloped　comtries。

　　　Table5shows　the　position　national　banks　hold　among　commercial

banks．At　the　end　of1961，in　Indonesia　national　banks　held84per

cent　of　total　deposits．　Next　comes　Burma　with49per　cent，followed

by　Ceylon　with48per　cent．　At　present，in　Burma，not　only　foreign

banks　but　indigenous　private　banks　as　well　are　all　nationalized，so　that

theshareofthenationalbankisliterα11y100percent，InCeylon
there　are　no　private　banks，but　only　the　Bank　of　Ceylon－the　national

bank－other　than　foreign　banks．Only　Malay段and　Thailand　are　with－

out　national　banks．
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　　　　Thus　n＆tional　banks　hold　high　position　among　commercial　banks，

playing・an　important　role　in　expanding　the　financial　structure　and　rais・

ing　economic　development　capitaL　．At　the　same　time，utilizing　their

favoured　position，they＆re　achieving　good　results　as　instruments　of

financial　policy．　By　their　influence　in　the　determination　of　interest
　　　　　　　　　ノ
rate　of　commercial　banks　they　are　able　to　facilitate　the　change　in　the

interest　levels　of　the　country．

Table5．　　POSITION　NATIONAL　BANKS　HOLD　AM：ONG
　　　　　　　　COMMERCIAL　BANKS（end　of1961）

Country Nat圭onal　Banks
Indigenous　Capital
　Private　Banks

India

Pakistan

Cey玉on

Indonesia

Ma1＆yα

Philippines

Thailan（1

Burma

21。3％

28．4

48．0

83．6

　　0

33，5

　　0

49．0

643％
38。9

　　0

9、3

16．1

42．8

83．6

11．0

Source：

Note；1．

2．

Annual　and　monthly　reports　Qf　the　central　bank　of　these　countries，

　The　Rroportion　in　the　amount　of（1eposits．　The五gures　for　Indonesi＆arg

　those　for　the　end　o壬1960．

　The　figures　fQr　national　banks，in　t五e　case　of　Philippines，end　of1959；

　Burmaン6nd　of　June，19593and　Pakistan，end　of1960。

7．　S6α50παZ　Chα746診6短5あ‘5げFゼπ4n‘6

　　　　Because　industry　in　un（lerdeveloped　countries　still　centres　around

αgriculture，in　the　fields　of　finance　strongly　seasonal　chara，cteristics　are

observed．The　harvest　season　is　a　busy　time　for五nance　too，and　a

slack　period　occurs　after　the　harvest・In　India，where　jute，cotton，and

tea　are　the　main　products，the　busy　season　for　finance　is　from　Novem－

ber　to　April　of　the　following　yearl　and　May　to　October　is　the　slack

season．This　kind　of　seasonal五nancing　necessitates　large　cash　reserves

to　be　held　by　commercial　banks．In　underdeveloped　countries，because

of　（iif五culties　in　transportation，and　payments　in　cash　ra，ther　than　by

cheque，more　cash　reserves　are　needed　when　compared　with　banks　in

developed　countries。　As　a　result，loans　from　commerciaL　bαnks　are

much　Iimited，bringing　about　insu缶cient　utilization　of　the　organized

money　market，which　is　too　small　in　the丘rst　place．

　　　　Again　because　of　these　seasonal　characteristics，even　during　the

slack　period，bank　capital　camot　be　utilized　in　medium　and　long－ter血

丘nance　for　in（lustry．　It　is　very　di伍cult　for　banks　to　do　else　than
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~old cash or buy short-term government bonds at the most in prepara-

tion for busy seasons. Unless the industrial strticture of underdeveloped 

countries changes, the seasonal characteristics of finance will remain. 

However, utilization of the capital market should be examined in order 

to turn the surplus capital during slack periods into capital for industr~. 

8. Duality of Interest Structure 

Duality of interest is another characteristic in the finance of under-

developed countries. Natutally even in developed countries, depend-

ing upon short- or long-term capital, or depending upon the kinds of 

security, the interest rates vary_. However, _ there is an organic relation-

ship among the different interest rates, and they are not unilaterally 

determined, while in underdeveloped countries there are two kinds of 

interest rates, with a clear g~p between them. One of them is the 
interest rate adopted by central banks, commercial banks, development 

finan:cial organs, and government bonds, and the other is that of _ indi-

genous banks, money-1enders, etc. The former is much lower than 
that of the latter. 

This kind of dual structure of interest rate is brought about ~basi-

cally by the fact that the money market is divided into organized and 

unorganized money markets. The interest rate in the organized money 

market is determined by a demand-and-supply relationship (generally 

supply surplus) of capital in the market, while the interest rate in the 

unorganized money market is again determined by the demand-and-
supply relationship (generally demand surplus) of that market. Between 

the two markets, there is hardly any interchange, nor any organic 
relationship between them. Of course, there is a political element which 

lowers the interest rate in the o~ganized money market, depressing it, 

while in the unorganized money market, because of risk ~nd security 

conditions the interest rate is higher than what the actual capital 

demand calls for. However, it is an undeniable fact that the lack of 

interchange between the two markets enlarges the gap in the interest 

rates. 

This dual structure 0L interest rates in underdeveloped countries 

is a big obstacle to economic developJ~lent, Needless to say, it is desir-

able to have low interest rates for economic development. Also, since 

this investment is made through the organized money market, the cheap 

money policy, maintaining the interest rate in this market as low as 

before is desirable. On the other hand, pushing a cheap money policy 
not only does not contribute to lowering of interest rate in the unorganized 
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money　market，but　makes　it至mposs圭ble　for　funds　in　this　market．勾o　be

absorbed　into　the　organized　money　mαrket　to　be　utilized　for　develop・

卑ent。In　order　to　establish　an　organic　relationship　between　the　two

markets　and　to　have　the　capital　How　between　them　it　is　necessary　to

eliminate　the　gap　in　the　interest　rates、　For　this　purpose，the　interest

rate　of　organized　money　markets　must　approach　the　high　rate　of　un・

organized　money　markets　to　sofne　degree。　There　is　an　objection　in

u耳derdeveloped　countries　in　view　of　the　low　interest　elasticity　against

savings，but　this　is　an　argument　concer阜ed　with　only　the　organized

money　m＆rket，overlooking　the　ever　present　existence　of　the　unorganized

money　market．

II。FINANCE　IN　ECONOMIC　DEVELOPMENT

1。R諮伽gD8ηθZo卿θ卿Cαψ伽Z
　　　The・role　of五nance　in　economic　development　is　naturally　the　rais－

ing　of　development　fmds．Wit五in　the　development　funds　are　both

domestic　capital　and　foreign　capitaL　The　biggest　task　for　the　finance

of　under（1eveloped　countries　is　the　accumula．tioh　of　domestic　capital

and　its　investmentαs　capital　for　industry。　In　order　to　expedite　accu－

mulation　of　domestic　capital，五rst　of　all　the　organized　money　market

must　be　expanded　and　the　morganized　money　market　elimin＆ted。The

measures　which　must　be　taken　would　be　establishment　of　new　banks，

increase　of　branch　ofHces，making　banking　facilities　available　throughout

the　nation，and＆t　the　same　time　raising　the　interest　ra，te　in　the　orga－

nized　money　market　giving　it　a　closer　relationship　to　the『unorgan量zed

money　market．Inside　the　organized　money　market，too7such　measures

as　an　establishment　of　a　cred量t　organization　and　other　similar　improve－

ments　should　be　tαken　in　order　to　accelerate　the　accumulatiQn　of　capitaL

　　　On　the　part　of　those　who　supply　industrial　lcapita1，bias　in　favour

of　capital　for　commerce　must　be　c6rrected　and丘nance　for　production

must　be　expanded．If且nance　for　produ“tion　involves　too　much　risk，

then　measures　must　be　devised　to　eliminate　such　risks。　Also，丘nance

for　industry　needs　longer　term　capital　than五nance　for　commerce，so

that　measures　should　be　taken　to　switch　the　short．term　capital　into

long．tem　capita1．Measures　to　keep　the　interest　rate　for　industrial

capital　as　low　as　possible　must　be　taken。　Consideration　should　be

given．t・utilizingf・reignbanks，alth・ughtheyhavedefectsinsupPly－

ing　industrial　capita1．

　　　　The　tasks　imposed　on　underdeveloped　countries　in　the丘eld　of

五nance　in　raising　economic　development　funds　call　for　various　measures．
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　development

political　means，it　is　more　important丘rst　to　create　a　modem

systembycheckingtheundesirablecharacteristicspeculiart・the丘nance
structure　of　the　underdeveloped　countries．　Of　course，it　cannot　be　left

to　pr‡vate　sectors　alone，where　there　is　not　suf丑cient　capital　accumula－

tion，and　positive　guidance　andαid　o亘the　part　of　the　Govem卑ent　and

the　central　bank　are　needed．

However，what　underlies　them　a11is　the

丘nancial　system，an　artery　fo葦the　nαtional

bankingsyste卑isestablished，thencapitaI
五nancial　assets，necessary　for　development，

dustrial　capital　is、supPlied　to　the　sectors

Therefore，rather　than　hurriedly　raising

establishment　of　a　modem

economy．When　such　a
formation　in　the　form　of

　can　be・exp＆nded，　and　in－

where　it　is　needed　most．

　　　　　　　　　　funds　by　easy

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　financia1

2。　ハ46α5zグ85言068臨舵％6ッォh6σoη67％”z67z哲αフz4≠hθσ87zオ7‘zl召αフz乃

　　　First　gf　all，financial　aid　must　be　given　in堅order　to　establish　a．

modem　financial　system。This　can　take　the　form　of丘nancing　at　low

interest，or　temporary　investment　by　the　central　banks　for　establishment

of　new　banks，or　giving　subsidies　when　new　br＆nch　o伍ces　are　opened

in　the　rural　areas。These　measures　have　been　already　taken　in　Pakistan

and　Burma，etc．，and　these　should　be　carried　out　as　an　aid　to　the

private丘nancial　sectors，and　not　as　a　measure　of　nationalization　of

banks．　In．order　to　fill　the　gap　between　a　high　interest　ra．te　pQlicy

from　the　point　of　accumulation　o｛domestic　capital　and　low　interest

rate　for　supplying　industrial　cαpital，an　interest　subsidy　system　should

be　adopted　for　enterprises．　The　high　interest　rate　policy　in　order　to

expand　the　organized　money　market　is　the　way　to　establish　a　modefn

五nancial　system，and　the　burden　the　industry　has　to　shoulder　as　a

conse（luence　should　be　borne　by丘scal　fun（is　as　long　as　it　is　nationally

approved．In　the　present　circulnstances　wher6the　industri＆1capital　is

more　risky　than丘nance　for　com皿erce，it　is　necessary　for　the　Govem－

ment　or　govemmental　agency　to　give　adequate　guarantees　to『industrial

finance．

　　　Next，the　central　bank　must　do　its　best　to　stabilize　the　currency．

Although　there　are　people　who　hold　that　mild　inflation　is　usefu1、in

increasing　accumulation　of　capital　and　so　helping　economic　development，

what　is　most　important　for　underdeveloped　countries，which　must
spread　and　establish　a　monetized　economy　all　over　the　country，is　the

stabiliz段tion　of　t葦e　currency　value．　If　the　value　Iowers，then　the　sectors

which　have　been　monetized　w6uld　easily　go　back　toαnon－monetized

economyas　before．Whenthe　development　towards　monetized　economy
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lags behind, savings in the L0rm of financial assets fail to increase, 

maki~lg the raising of development capital impossible. No one can 

deny this after observing the example of the Indonesian economy. 

Efforts should be taken on the part of the Government and the 
Central Bank to educate the general public and those concerned with 

financial organs. Increased capital formation cannot be achieved by 

mere financial and fiscal techniques. There must be a people's savings 

movement as the basis thereof. In underdeveloped countries there is not 

too great a saving propensity under their social and ecohomic condi-

tions, but for economic development there should be active savings. 
Naturally it is necessary to improve the social and economic conditions 

which hamper the spontaneous savings propensity, but it can be fostered 

first of all through education, Ietting each petson realize that he 
is a part of the nation as a whole, and that his savings, together with 

the savings of his friends, help the national economy, and the~e too 

can help to improve his personal lif~. 

Others too, connected in the business life of the country should be 

-educated in the importance of industrial finance in general, and the 

principles of fihance in particular, for knowledge in these things will 

strengthen the whole basis of finance in the underdeveloped countries. 
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